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HL-LHC Physics Program

§New physics reach example
§ SUSY EWK gauginos
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§3000 fb-1 at √s=14 TeV
§Precision studies of Higgs and any 

other new particles yet to be found
oCouplings, masses, JPC

§Steady extension of searches
oAccess higher masses with ∫Ldt
oRare processes, weakly produced states

§Targeted searches
oNew models
oTest/complement any discoveries, 

including those made elsewhere

To	  achieve	  this,	  CMS	  must	  maintain	  full	  capability	  	  under	  extreme	  HL-‐LHC	  condi,ons:	  
powerful	  detectors,	  DAQ,	  trigger,	  soIware,	  compu,ng

5.5 Chargino-Neutralino Production 23

the same as for the 8 TeV analysis, except for the statistical uncertainty on the fake prediction,
which is scaled down by the square-root of the luminosity and cross section increase, as this
uncertainty is driven purely by the fakeable object count in the isolation sideband. For Sce-
nario B, the signal extrapolation is done in the same way, but the systematic uncertainty on
the rare SM background is reduced from 50% to 30%, as it can be assumed that the cross sec-
tions and kinematic properties of these processes will be measured and better understood. The
systematic uncertainty on the fake background is reduced from 50% to 40%.

Figure 19 shows the topology of the investigated simplified model and the 5s discovery region,
which is extended up to sbottom masses of 600–700 GeV and LSP masses up to 350 GeV.

5.5 Chargino-Neutralino Production

With higher luminosities, the searches for the electroweak SUSY particles may become increas-
ingly more important. Charginos and neutralinos can be produced in cascade decays of gluinos
and squarks or directly via electroweak interactions, and, in the case of heavy gluinos and
squarks, gauginos would be produced dominantly via electroweak interactions. Depending
on the mass spectrum, the charginos and neutralinos can have significant decay branching
fractions to leptons or on-shell vector bosons, yielding multilepton final states. Here the pro-
jections of the discovery reach for direct production of c̃

±
1 and c̃

0
2, which decay via W and Z

bosons into the LSP (c̃0
1) [37], are presented. This production becomes dominant if sleptons are

too massive and c̃

±
1 and c̃

0
2 are wino-like, which suppresses neutralino-pair production relative

to neutralino-chargino production.

The analysis is based on a three-lepton search, with electrons, muons, and at most one hadron-
ically decaying t lepton. In order to get an estimate for the sensitivity at 14 TeV two different
Scenarios (A and B) are considered, as discussed earlier. The results are shown in Fig. 20. The
chargino mass sensitivity can be increased to 500–600 GeV, while discovery potential for neu-
tralinos ranges from 150 to almost 300 GeV.
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Figure 20: The simplified model topology for direct c̃

±
1 c̃

0
2 production (a), and the projected 5s

discovery projections for this model (b).
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Exploitation of the Higgs
“The	  discovery	  of	  the	  Higgs	  boson	  is	  the	  start	  of	  a	  major	  programme	  of	  work	  to	  
measure	  this	  par;cle’s	  proper;es	  with	  the	  highest	  possible	  precision	  for	  tes;ng	  

the	  validity	  of	  the	  Standard	  Model”	  

4

Update	  of	  European	  Strategy	  for	  Par2cle	  Physics	  adopted	  30	  May	  2013	  @	  CERN

HL-‐LHC:	  Higgs	  couplings,	  
including	  Hμμ,	  to	  O(%)
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P5 - Report, p10

The HL-LHC is strongly supported and is the 
first high-priority large- category project in 
our recommended program. It should move 
forward without significant delay to ensure 
that accelerator and experiments can 
continue to function effectively beyond the 
end of this decade and meet the project 
schedule. 
1 •  The experiments have significant discovery 

potential, are complex, and operate in a very 
challenging environment. For these reasons, and 
because of the crucial roles U.S. scientists are 
playing in the construction, operation, and 
physics exploitation of both experiments, there is 
great value in continuing the strong U.S. 
participation in both the ATLAS and CMS 
experiments. 

2 •  We note that, as in the past, the contributed 
hardware is designed and built in the U.S. 
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HL-LHC: The Challenge
§Maintain sensitivity for discovery and 

precision measurements at low pT, 
under severe conditions
§ Driving considerations for the upgrade program

§ “Pileup” (PU = Overlapping 
interactions in each 25 ns bunch 
crossing)
§ <PU> ≈ 50 events per crossing by LS2
§ <PU> > 60 by LS3
§ <PU> ≈ 140 at HL-LHC

§Radiation damage
§ Light loss (calorimeters), increased leakage current 

(silicon detectors)
§ Increasing challenge to maintain calibration
§ Eventually limits the performance--lifetime of the 

detectors
6

Observed	  signal	  loss	  in	  HF	  quartz	  fibers,
2011+2012	  laser	  data	  vs	  radiaNon	  dose	  

Event	  on	  the	  tail	  of	  the	  distribuNon	  in	  
2012,	  will	  be	  very	  typical	  event	  by	  LS2
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The Path to Phase 2
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LS1
2013-‐14	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

LS2
2019	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

LS3
2023-‐25

LS1	  :	  Prep	  CMS	  for	  ∼13	  TeV,	  	  >1	  x	  1034	  Hz/cm2	  ,	  <PU>	  >25,	  25ns	  bunch	  spacing
• 4th	  Endcap	  Muon	  staNon,	  improve	  readout	  of	  CSC	  ME1/1	  &	  DTs
• Replace	  HCAL	  HF	  and	  HO	  photo-‐detectors
• Tracker	  operaNon	  at	  -‐20∘C	  
• Prepare	  for	  further	  Phase	  1	  upgrades

Phase	  1	  upgrades:	  Prepare	  for	  1.6	  x	  1034	  Hz/cm2	  ,	  <PU>	  ∼40,	  ≤200	  W-‐1	  by	  LS2,	  
	   	   	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  and	  	  up	  to	  2.5	  x	  1034	  Hz/cm2,	  <PU>	  ∼	  60,	  <500	  W-‐1	  by	  LS3	  
• New	  L1-‐trigger	  system	  (Calorimeter	  -‐	  Muons	  -‐	  Global)	  (ready	  for	  physics	  2016)
• New	  Pixel	  detector	  (installaNon	  in	  technical	  stop,	  start	  of	  2017)
• HCAL	  upgrade:	  photodetectors	  and	  electronics

Phase	  2	  upgrades:	  ≳	  5	  x	  1034	  Hz/cm2	  luminosity	  leveled,	  <PU>	  ≳	  140
	   	   	   	   	  	  Reach	  total	  of	  3000	  b-‐1	  in	  ∼10	  yrs	  operaNon
• Replace	  detector	  systems	  whose	  performance	  is	  significantly	  degrading	  
due	  to	  radiaNon	  damage

• Tracker	  (pixels	  and	  strips),	  Endcap	  calorimeters
• Maintain	  physics	  performance	  at	  this	  very	  high	  PU

• Trigger,	  electronics,	  enhanced	  tracker	  coverage	  

Long	  Shutdowns
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CMS Phase 2 Upgrades: mitigate PU and radiation damage  

Trigger/DAQ
•L1	  with	  tracks	  &	  up	  to	  1	  MHz
•Latency	  ≥	  10µs
•HLT	  output	  up	  to	  10	  kHz

Muons
•Replace	  DT	  FE	  electronics
•Complete	  CSC	  coverage
•Inves2gate	  Muon-‐tagging	  up	  
to	  η	  ∼	  4

Endcap	  Calorimeters
• Radia2on	  tolerant	  -‐	  higher	  granularity	  
• Inves2gate	  coverage	  up	  to	  η	  ∼	  4

Tracker:	  Pixels	  and	  Strips	  →	  Inner	  and	  Outer
•Radia2on	  tolerant	  -‐	  high	  granularity	  -‐	  less	  material	  
•Tracks	  in	  hardware	  trigger	  (L1)
•Coverage	  up	  to	  η	  ∼	  4

hcps://cds.cern.ch/record/1605208/files/CERN-‐RRB-‐2013-‐124.pdf

Barrel	  ECAL	  
• Replace	  FE	  electronics
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CMS Phase 2 Upgrade organization
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Upgrades Project Management

D. Contardo

Deputies: L. Silvestris, J. Mans

Physics Coordination 

Electronics./Online Coor.
M. Hansen, C. Schwick

Tracker
D. Abbaneo

ECAL
F. Cavallari, C. Jessop

DAQ
A. Racz

BRIL
A. Dabrowski, D. Stickland

Muon TP coordination
J. Hauser

Trigger Perf & Strat.
O. Buchmueller, W. Smith

Track Trigger Int.
A. Ryd, E. Perez

EE Shashlik R&D 
B. Cox, R. Ruchti

EE/HE HGCAL R&D 
M. Mannelli, R. Rusack

EE/HE CFCAL R&D 
N. Akchurin

HCAL R&D 
P. de Barbaro 

Endcap calorimetry 
P. Bloch

Offline Coordination 

PPD Coordination 

Trigger Coordination 

Technical Coordination 

Resource Manager 

Computing Coordination 

Run Coordination 

Detector-‐System	  Projects

CMS	  cross-‐coordina,ons

= U.S. CMS, several are Technical Proposal  editors
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Overview of Detector Upgrades

§Phase 2 scope largely determined by need to 
replace the tracker and endcap calorimeters due 
to radiation damage
§ these two projects dominate

§Other upgrades to maintain trigger and 
reconstruction capability at high PU

10
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Present Tracker Longevity

§ Radiation damage limits lifetime even at minimal temperature 
of -200C
§After 500 fb-1 Pixel IP resolution degrades by 50% and at 140 PU 

data loss in first (crucial) layer is 7%
§Significant degradation of the track reconstruction performance 

also including PU effect      

11
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§ Outer tracker 
§ High granularity: efficient track reconstruction to beyond 140 

PU 

§ Two sensor “pT-modules” to provide trigger

o Information at 40 MHz for tracks with pT ≥ 2 GeV

§ Improved material budget

§ Improved tracking at high PU

§ Pixel detector
§ Similar config as Phase 1, with disks to high η

§ Thin sensors 100 µm; smaller pixels 30 x 100 µm 

§ L1 Trigger
§ integrate track information into all trigger objects

§ increased granularity, operate up to 1 MHz

§ Extensive studies of representative trigger menu integrating 
tracking

U.S.	  	  CMS	  
Opera,ons

Program

U.S.	  CMS	  -‐	  Phase	  2M.	  Chertok,	  Sept.	  24,	  2014

Phase 2 Tracker

12
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Outer Tracker

§ Pixel-Strip (PS) Module 
used in 3 inner layers, 
disks
§Provide stubs in 3d to 

allow L1 tracks be 
identified with unique 
vertex

§US working on thermal 
performance, bump 
bonding, assembly

§Full scale dummy 
modules to build, test 
with CO2 cooling at 
FNAL

§Plan to build large 
number of PS modules

13
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Endcap Calorimeter Longevity
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ECAL:	  Light	  Loss
Radia2on	  damage	  in	  PbWO4	  crystals

Offline	  reconstruc,on
Degrada2on	  of	  resolu2on	  and	  ID	  
Example	  of	  photons	  from	  H	  à	  γγ

HCAL:
Very	  significant	  light	  loss	  over	  large	  part	  of	  
HE	  à	  severe	  degrada2on	  in	  reconstruc2on

CaloJet	  response	  for	  pT	  =	  40	  GeV	  in	  high	  η	  towers
(HE	  damage	  only,	  ECAL	  damage	  not	  included)

Light	  loss	  due	  to	  rad	  damage Resul2ng	  in	  degraded	  
resolu2on



§Two approaches
§Maintain standard tower geometry - develop radiation tolerant solutions 

for 3000 fb-1

oShashlik EE towers (crystal scintillator: LYSO, CeF3)
oHE rebuild with more fibers, rad-hard scintillators

o60k Shashlik towers
§Alternative geometry/technology

oHigh Granularity Calorimeter (HGCal)
o660m2 of silicon sensors, 9M channels
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Phase 2 Endcap Calorimetry

15

Hadron	  Endcap	  Rebuild

HGCal

Shashlik

Extensive	  design	  and	  R&D	  ongoing:	  Final	  Down-‐select	  Feb,	  2015
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Muon Upgrades
§ DT and CSC chamber electronics to handle high rates 

§ Additional chambers at high η for robust tracking and 
trigger in high backgrounds: 
§ GEM stations for tracking (GE11, GE21), 
§ high rate RPCs for background rejection (RE31, RE41)

§ ME0 muon tagging to high η (GEM)

16

Muon	  track	  trigger	  rate,	  with	  and	  
without	  muon	  upgrade
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§ Level-1 (L1) trigger - build on Phase 1 architecture
§ integrate track information into all trigger objects
§ increased granularity, operate up to 1 MHz
§ Extensive studies of representative trigger menu
 integrating tracking

§ Replacement of ECAL Barrel Electronics
§ Allows crystal granularity at L1, and 10 µs latency
§ Provides improved avalanche photodiode noise rejection at L1

Phase 2 Trigger and DAQ

§High Level Trigger (HLT) farm 
and DAQ 

Prepare for up to 1 MHz into HLT and 
10 kHz out. Technology improvements 
on the timescale of LS3 should enable 
this at reasonable cost
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U.S. R&D on Phase 2

18
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Goals for U.S. Phase 2 R&D Program

§U.S. R&D targets areas where our interest and 
capabilities make major impact
§We are major players/leaders in calorimetry, tracker, endcap 

muons, and trigger/DAQ 

§Maximize U.S. participation and input to TDR 
process, help CMS create best Phase 2 detector for 
physics program with limited resources

§Program officially launched in 2014; 
§Prior R&D already significant for tracker, calorimetry supported 

by generic and institutional funding

§R&D budget limited!  Some not funded, others 
receive 30-50% of their requests.  Slows progress.

19
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2015 R&D: Calorimetry/Fast timing

20

§ Funded
§ Shashlik Calorimeter
§ High-granularity Calorimeter
§ Hadron Endcap Rebuild
§ Test beam infrastructure
§ Radiation hard Silicon Photomultipliers
§ Calorimeter precision timing
§ Dedicated precision timing
§ Calorimeter readout and infrastructure, incl. castor table at P5

§ Not funded (predominantly due to budget constraints)
§ CFCal: scintillating fiber 
§ Ecal Module for HF
§ HE tile scintillator recoating
§ RPCs and GEMs for HE Upgrade

FNAL	  involvement
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2015 R&D: Tracker/Pixels
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§ Funded
§ High data rate low power optical links
§ Si strip sensor R&D
§ Pixel/Strip module development, mechanical and thermal studies
§ Rad hard Si pixel sensor testing
§ Rad hard Si pixel electronics
§ Forward pixel module and sensor design
§ Dewpoint alarm for Pixels

§ Not funded (predominantly due to budget constraints)
§ xTCA pixel readout
§ 3d Diamond PLT
§ Pixel power distribution
§ Pixel test stand

FNAL	  involvement
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2015 R&D: EMU/Trigger/DAQ

22

§ Funded
§ Level-1 Muon/Tracker trigger
§ CSC longevity studies
§ CSC GEMs
§ Level-1 Calo Trigger
§ CSC Electronics
§ Level-1 Track Trigger vertical slice demo
§ Level-1 Track Trigger with Tracklets

§ Not funded (predominantly due to budget constraints)
§ Manycore computing accelerators for High Level Trigger

FNAL	  involvement
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EC Downselect

§Shashlik + HE rebuild vs. High Granularity Cal

§Decided to advance the decision to Feb., include 
only winner in TP, to be submitted in Mar.

§Ongoing review.  Criteria:
1. The performance in the reconstruction of electromagnetic and hadronic objects in 

the framework of the CMS global event reconstruction and the benefit to physics 
analysis.

2. The technical feasibility of the conceptual design, including the ability to integrate 
into the full CMS detector, and of operating in the harsh rate and radiation 
conditions of the HL- LHC.

3. The scale of effort required for R&D and construction, and the validity of the cost 
estimate. 

23
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Overall timeline

24Calendar	  Year

Phase	  2	  R&D	  Era
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Comments
§U.S. CMS Phase 2 R&D, engagement of U.S. CMS 

community are in full swing
§We are limited by available budget

§CMS Phase 2 planning in parallel.  U.S. substantial 
participation vital to mutual success 
§Goal: leading involvements in Phase 2 construction, based 

on R&D results and designs

§ 2015-16: Segue to managed R&D with contact 
people, milestones.  O’Dell as PM is great start!

§ FNAL obviously major player in USCMS and its 
R&D.  Want to enable strong contributions from 
the lab, and collaborations with other institutes 
where appropriate.  Has worked well so far.

25
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Backup

26
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U.S. Phase 2 R&D - Highlights

1927

Shashlik HGCal
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Figure 8: Diagram showing the layout of the high resolution telescope for testing CMS pixel detector
devices

7 Facilities and Equipment

UNL and PSI have established facilities for construction of pixel modules. Groups at UNL, KU and
PSI have established facilities for testing and characterization of pixel modules. KU and PSI have
setups to test sensor wafers. These would all be leveraged for such R&D. Bump bonding could take
place at PSI. A test beam telescope has been designed and built previously with the PIRE group
and used in a test beam run at CERN during 2012; one more is currently under construction by
the US groups. More details are given in the next section. UNL hosts a Tier-2 computing facility
which could be used to support the simulation e↵orts.

7.1 Test beam telescope

A high resolution test beam telescope was designed and built previously with the PIRE group3 for
CMS pixel detector characterization. The telescope uses 25µm pitch strip sensors and APC128
readout chips to obtain high spatial resolution and a high signal-to-noise. There are 8 module
boards, each with one sensor and 4 readout chips. These boards are arranged so there are 4 sets
of two boards rotated 90 degrees with respect to each other to provide 4 spatial measurements,
2 each, both in front of and behind the device under test which resides in a box with cooling. The
telescope is controlled by a digital testboard and triggered using a scintillator. Please see Figure
8. The telescope has been used to test pixel devices in 2012. Alignment and readout software is
available.

3
This e↵ort involved people from PSI and UIC.
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while others are interested in contributing or exploring possible new track finding algorithms on the same hardware
platform. For example, INFN Italy has been working together with the Atlas FTK team exploring the possibility
of using FTK associative memory chips for the CMS L1 tracking trigger demonstration. INFN is working closely
with Fermilab to develop the pattern recognition mezzanine for the Pulsar II board to host the FTK AMchips
(note that another mezzanine is being designed specifically for the associative memory chips being developed at
Fermilab). Experience gained with the FTK AMchips will be useful for guiding the design of a dedicated, CMS
L1 associative memory chip at Fermilab.

Beisdes the hardware development, one of the main activities in the coming year in USCMS (FY2015) will consist
of extensive simulation efforts done by physicists, in order to to establish technical specifications based on Phase
2 physics goals. Due to the intrinsic massive parallel processing hardware nature of the AM operation, there is
a clear challenge in using software based simulation to emulate the hardware performance. The development
of simulation tools for the Associative Memory approach in CMS has been so far lead by the Lyon group, with
significant progress made recently towards making the machinery work. The AM Simulation Camp [10] at CERN
in July 2014 has attracted many people and groups to attend, and many from USCMS. However, much of the work
still remain to be done. Fermilab/LPC/USCMS have been working and will be more involved in the simulation
efforts in FY2015.

2.2 Track Trigger System Architecture
2.2.1 Tracker geometry and Trigger Towers

Multiple challenges must be faced at the different stages of the processing chain. First, data needs to be transferred
out of the Tracker at the necessary speed. Stubs from thousands of silicon modules must then be formatted,
organized into ⌘ � � trigger towers, duplicated and shared across tower boundaries as needed. Next, pattern
recognition and track fitting must be performed. Finally, all reconstructed tracks must be processed to form an
intelligent trigger decision. A coherent system design for a Level-1 track trigger must consider each of these
aspects.

For simplicity, we assume that the FEDs are upstream, receive fibers from the modules, and pass the relevant
stub data to the track trigger system. One could further consider an architecture in which the FED resides in the
same ATCA shelf as the track trigger processing boards; however, the focus of this document is the Vertical Slice
Demonstration System, not DAQ readout, so do not attempt to specify FED details here. The FED interface will
need to be defined for demonstration purposes, however the actual FEDs do not need to be involved in the tracking
trigger demonstration.

The found stubs are sent from the modules using a block synchronous data transfer scheme which tolerates random
occupancy fluctuations while bonding latency. The current plan is to have the data from 8 consecutive beam
crossings as one block. The front-end designers are finalizing the baseline of the data formats after much work
investigating different format variants for robustness against rate fluctuations, ease of implementation, impact on
power consumption, etc. While choosing the 8 crossings scheme as our current working assumption, our strategy
is to design the downstream components to be flexible enough to handle different possible formats.

Figure 1: Six sectors in ⌘ (left). Note that the symmetry around ⌘ = 0 will provide for easier cable grouping. Eight
sectors in phi (right).

Stubs from the 15K silicon modules must be delivered to the correct trigger towers. Detailed data sharing studies
have been performed for the Barrel-Endcap (BE) Tracker geometry with different trigger tower partitions. Based
on these studies, a 6 (in ⌘) x 8 (in �) = 48 trigger tower partition has been chosen as the baseline configuration (see
Figures 1). Detailed studies have been performed on data sharing assuming the default 48 tower partition with a
minimum pT of 2 GeV and track origin smearing in z ± 7 cm. Figure 2 shows the number of trigger towers that
stubs from a given module must be delivered to under these conditions. When a stub is in the middle of the trigger
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generation board, the Pulsar IIb (as shown in Figure 4). Most of the hardware design work for the Puslar II has
been done in FY2014 [5], including the successful design [6] [7] and testing of Pulsar IIb and its related hardware.
The details of most recent progress report on Pulsar IIb can be found here [8].

The Pulsar IIb design replaces the two Kintex K325T devices with a single large Virtex-7 FPGA. The GTH
transceiver count has increased up to 80 channels, providing a significant bandwidth increase to the RTM, Fabric
and Mezzanine cards. The Pulsar IIa design was originally motivated by Atlas FTK needs, but the Pulsar IIb is de-
signed to meet the challenging requirements of CMS L1 tracking trigger demonstration. As such, the performance
of the actual Pulsar IIb far exceeds the original FTK requirements. This includes the 80 GTH high speed (10Gbps)
birectional communication channels from the Virtex-7 FPGA with challenging layout work for large ATCA board,
the capability to interface with CMS TTC/FMC card, the capability to distribute TTC clock signals over the back-
plane so all Pulsar II based crates can run in sync with each other (important for L1 trigger applications), as well
as the capability to be compatible with CMS IPBus protocol. The Pulsar IIb, as it is designed, can be used as the
workhorse for the Vertical Slice Demonstration system for CMS L1 tracking trigger. The next milestone will be
the full crate level testing with Pulsar IIb. Most of the Pulsar IIb design work is supported by non-CMS funds.

Figure 4: Top: The Pulsar IIb [5] [7] with its prototype mezzanine card. Bottom: Pulsar IIb crate.

ATCA 40G high performance full-mesh backplane evaluation using Pulsar IIb Few vendors worldwide can
produce ATCA shelves with a 40G high performance full-mesh backplane. Because the Pulsar 2b fabric full-mesh
performance is excellent (tested to 10 Gbps), two Pulsar IIbs are being used to evaluate the performance of 40G
ATCA crate from different vendors. The vendors are very interested in our capability to test their backplanes, and
they are offering us free ATCA shelves for short term (2-3 months) evaluation purposes. We have been testing
three so far, with another due to arrive soon. Our testing results show that not all 40G full-mesh backplanes are
created equal, and we will pick the best one among them.
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effectively we are able to decrease the channel bandwidth requirement from 20 Gbps down to 6 Gbps with no
significant latency increase. Note that Pulsar 2b has 20 Gbps fabric interface bandwidth capability, and therefore
can meet the requirements in any of the system configurations described above.

2.3 Vertical Slice Demonstrator System: Overview and Methodology
The flexible architecture described above lends itself to an early technical demonstration of the system. The main
goal of the demonstration system is to identify possible problems in the architecture design and, hopefully, find
solutions. We would study, measure and optimize trigger latency and efficiencies at different stages of the system
using the hardware prototypes that are being developed. Extensive simulation work is needed to guide the hardware
implementation and to establish performance expectations that can be compared with actual measurements. The
proposed Vertical Slice Demonstration System is shown in Figure 3.

The Data Source mimics the data flow out of the upgraded Phase II outer-tracker. It will drive 300+ fibers
(one/module) to the trigger tower under study exactly as if the data were coming from the real detector at high
luminosity and full speed. Each fiber connection will transmit data at 3.25 Gbps payload bandwidth, i in the same
way that modules will in the Phase II Tracker. The data will be derived from simulation, appropriately formatted,
stored into on-board memories, and then played back at full speed. The Pulsar IIb can be used for the Data Source
stage, as each board has 40 optical interfaces on the RTM (all bi-drectional). Eight Puslar IIb boards can source
320 modules worth of data.

This demonstration system will be implemented in stages: at mezzanine level, board level, crate level and multi
crate level. These different stages would naturally proceed in sequence, from the bottom up. This way, we will
have the opportunity to learn along the way about the performance of the different components of the system before
having to decide exactly how the system will be cabled. A third crate, emulating three neighbor towers, will only
be introduced in the late stage of the demonstration, when studies of system dynamics are undertaken.

Figure 3: Vertical slice test bench principle.

The traditional CDF SVT/FTK-style algorithm [15] can be used to benchmark of the performance of the track
fitting stage. Various experimental track fitting algorithms can also be implemented in the FPGA on the PRMs.
Each can be studied and directly compared using the same vertical slice demonstration setup.

3 What has been achieved in CY2014 and Plan for CY2015
Pulsar II: Pulsar IIb has been successfully tested with excellent results Leveraging the experience we gained
through designing, building and testing the Pulsar IIa board, we have successfully designed and tested the next
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Figure 2: � view of the baseline sector layout. There are 28 sectors in �. The sectors cover
the full ⌘ range.

• For each layer the stubs are routed into the virtual modules.

• Pairs of virtual modules are searched for stub pairs that are consistent with forming
stub pairs.

• Tracklet parameters and projections are calculated for the stub pairs found in the
previous step.

• The projections are routed into virtual modules.

• Candidate matches between track projections and stubs are found.

• Precise calculations of residuals for the candidate matches between projections and
stubs are evaluated and good matches are retained

• Tracklets with at least two matches are retained and fit to obtain the final track
parameters.

The algorithm and its implementation are described in more detail in Ref. [2] and in the
presentation [3].
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